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of these entangled animals. Meanwhile, data from fish
eries observers obtained over the same period suggested a
general corresponding trend toward signi~cantly higl~er

mortality of marine mammals entangled 111 commerCial
fishing gear, especially in nets. Finally, pinniped census
takers at the southern California Channel Islands began to
notice more live entangled specimens (M. Lowry and R.
L. DeLong 1990-1993, pel's. comms.). .

This paper outlines the apparent corre1at~on between
increased marine mammal mortality rates (estimated from
fisheries observer data and other sources), the increased
occurrence of entangled specimens reported by census
takers, and the greater numbers of strandings invo.lvi~g

entangled specimens. Evidence to support t?e ~ost Slg111f
icant cause of this increased entanglement IS gIVen.

Methods

A literature review was conducted on subjects
including fisheries observer data and reports, assessments
of marine mammal-fisheries interactions, entanglement
of marine animals in synthetic debris, and marine mam
mal censuses in the Southern California Bight. Certain
researchers involved in such studies were interviewed on
specific aspects of the entanglement issue. Liv~ sighting
records and stranding reports of entangled marme mam
mals were examined from the Marine Mammal Center of
Santa Barbara's files.

Samples of entanglement debris were o?tained from
all living, stranded, or dead, beach-cast specimens recov
ered over a 3-yr period from January 1990 through
October 1993. Photographs and videotapes were taken of
many of these specimens. The number of samples was
stopped when the 100 mark was reached to all0:-V time for
the preparation of this paper, but samples .contmue to be
taken. The sampling area included the mamland coast of
California from parts of Los Angeles County through all
of Ventura and Santa Barbara counties, as well as parts of
the southern California Channel Islands. One stranding
was also recorded from Cambria, California, because of
its similarity to another stranding in Santa Barbara
County. Reports of entangled animals were channeled to
the Marine Mammal Center of Santa Barbara's hotline,
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sea lion (ZaIOp/lllS c. californialll1s); cetacean; plllmped; gtllnet;
drift net; set net; ghost net; Marine Mammal Stranding Network;
plastic; pollution; fisheries.

Introduction

Abstract. In the last decade, fisheries observers, pinniped
census takers, and marine mammal rehabilitation clinics
began reporting growing numbers ~f pinn~peds and
cetaceans entangled in synthetic debns. Dunng a 3-yr
period, 100 samples of such debris :-vere. collected,
including many from the southern Cahforllla Channel
Islands, by the Marine Mammal Center of Santa Barbara.
Most entanglements came from live specimens, although
a few dead, beach-cast specimens were also recorded.
Entanglements were analyzed by type, size, color, and
material of debris. Data thus obtained were then com
pared with the numbers, species, sex, ~nd ~ge of ~ach

marine mammal involved. Subadult Califorllla sea lions
(Zalophus c. californianus) entangled in plastic ~o?ofil

ament giIlnet fragments comprised the vast maJonty of
specimens analyzed.
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Entanglement of marine animals in synthetic debris
has become a rather well-known global pollution prob
lem. In some areas, this problem has escalated so rapidly
that it apparently has significantly contributed to the
decline of certain species, particularly the northern fur
seal (Callorhinus ursinus) in the Pribilof Islands of the
Bering Sea (Fowler 1982, 1984, 1985, 1987, 1989;
Fowler et al. 1985; Bengston et a1. 1988; Fowler and Baba
1991). Entangled marine mammals,. perh~ps because .of
their conspicuous size and popularity Wlt~ the PUb~IC,

gather considerable attention, particularly m areas like
Southern California, which has a dense human popula
tion. Nonetheless, in the mid J970s, relatively few such
entanglements were reported anywhere in California.
Within the past decade, however, rep01t~ of suc.h entan
glements, especially involving commerCial fishmg nets,
began increasing in California (K. Lee, D. ZUI:n:valt, a~d
G. Hoffman 1990--1993, pel's. comms.). Pattlclpants m
the Marine Mammal Stranding Network, organized by
the National Marine Fisheries Service, rescued a number
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Figure 1. Plastic monoHlament gill net is being re~ove~ from
the neck of this California sea lion (ZalophliS c. cal(foI1Ualllls).
Note severe neck wound. This is the most common type of syn
thetic debris entanglement. Peter C. Howorth photo.

ably became mortalities later,.either be~ause ~hey beca.me
exhausted and drowned whIle draggmg around large,
heavy net fragments, because the net fragment.s became
caught on obstructions, causing ~eath by drowmn~, or Ol~

land by overheating, dehydratIOn, and starvatIOn, or
because the net fragments chafed their way through .the
tissues, inflicting steadily worsening woun~s .. Such gnsly
occurrences have been documented by partICipants of the
Marine Mammal Stranding Network as well as men
tioned, at least in part, by various researchers (Fowler
1982, 1985, 1987; Stewart and Yochem 1987; Fowler and
Baba 1991). .

Over the past decade, several researchers, partrcular
ly DeLong, Stewart, and Lowry,. have conducted censu~

es of the various pinniped species that haul out, and m
some cases pup and breed, at the Channel I~lands..These
censuses were conducted on land with the aId o.f bmoc~
lars and spotting scopes, and by air wi~h the md of stIli
photography. Also, parts of the rookenes were entered
periodically to count, tag, and gather d~ta o~ pup~. T~e

researchers noted a general increase du:mg this penod ~n

the number of entangled animals, partIcularly III plastrc
monofilament gillnet fragments (R. L. DeLong and M.
Lowry 1990-1993, pers. comms.) (Fig. 1). S.tewa:t and
Yochem (1987) observed 69 entangled CalIforma sea
lions during the period from December 1984 through July
1986 at San Nicolas and San Miguel islands. Of these, 36
were entangled in monofilament gillnet fragments.
Details of the net fragments, such as measurements,
color and line strength, were not provided.

Sighting records kept by the Marine Mamm.al ~enter
of Santa Barbara were examined. These records mdicated
when and where entangled marine mammals were seen.
Such data were not included in this paper because the

ment should continue to be monitored and reduced. to
minimal levels, as mandated by the federal Manne
Mammal Protection Act of 1972. .

Fluctuations in the estimated mortalIty rate over the
t decade ()robably resulted from a variety of factors.

pas , . ._.' .' d
The level ot' effort on the part of the fJshelles valle
because the number of participants during any ~ne season
varied. Herrick and Hanan (1988) noted that 1Il. the late
1970s and the early 1980s, the use of entanglmg nets
(drift gillnet, set gillnet, multi-panel, and tram~el. nets)
proliferated. Plastic monofi1amel~t net ~se al~o mcre~.sed

dramatically. This material was ltghtwelght, m~xpensrve,
and had little bulk compared to net made of tWlll~. These
qualities allowed the use of smaller, less expens~v~ fish
. boats thus opening the fishery to more partiCipants,mg , .. . .
increasing the level of effort and the amount of nettmg m
the water at anyone time. But at the November 1990
California elections, voters passed Propositi.on 132, an
initiative sponsored by Assemblywoman Dons Allen (R
Cypress) that banned gillnet fishing in state ~aters at the
end of 1993. (This ban was in effect at the time of com
pletion of this paper, but it will be ~h~llenged in c~urt by
the California Gillnetters' Assocratron.) Accordmg to
state officials quoted in a newspaper (Bailey 1994), ab.o~t

500 gillnet fishers were in operation shortly after the lill
tiative was passed; a little more than 100 reportedly were
left when the ban went into effect on 1 January 199.4.
Even if the ban does remain in effect, entanglement Will
likely continue to be a problem, especially since the ban
does not extend beyond the 3-mile linlit of state wat~rs,

nor does it apply to neighboring states or cou~trIes.

Moreover, as discussed in detail later,. entangled ammals
can live for years, although they certamly suffer. .

The number of participants in the fishery aSIde, the
l eI of effort expended by anyone vessel often variedev hi
because of weather and sea conditions, fis ng seasons,
availability of target species, and other factors. Th~ level
of effort on the part of the observers varied as well, m p~
because of the above factors, but also because of.v~na
tions in logistic support, number of per~on~~l, lImited
funding, a lack of cooperation from some mdl.vldual fish
ers, and other factors, several of which are discussed.by
Lennert et a1. (1991) and Perkins et al. (1992). DUrIng
some quarters of recent years, ~uch a pau~ity of data fro~

the Channel Islands were obtamed that either no mOltah
ty estimates could be made for th.e Channel .Islan~s

(Perkins et a1. 1992), or at least no relIable mortahty esti
mates (Julian 1993a, 1993b).

Conspicuous by their rarity in the observer .data are
reports of marine mammals es~aping from fishmg gear
alive, or of being released alIve. But observers only
watched the nets as they were being pulled, I~Ot (und~r

standably) during their entire "soak" ti~e. ThiS ex?lams
why animals that escaped alive, many strll tangled m net
fragments, could rarely be counted and thus could not be
included in mortality estimates, even though many prob-

Entanglement analysis

Results and Discussion

ments taken narrowed the line strength assessment to a
range that fell within the specifications. The line strength
was recorded in breaking strength in pounds to maintain
consistency with industry specifications. For net entan
glements, the line strength of the netting was also record
ed. With net debris, the distance from 1 knot to the next
was measured, and from 1 knot to every other knot. Tlus
was a way of ground-truthing the mesh size in case strands
of the net had shrunk or stretched. Measurements were
made in inches, again for consistency with industry speci
lications. The measurements were made with a dial
vernier caliper to the nearest thousandth of an inch. All
measurements were snug but not stretched or compressed.

Numerous studies have been conducted and assess
ments made on the incidental mortality of marine mam
mals in commercial fisillng gear in California (DeMaster
et al. 1982, 1985; Miller et al. 1983; Collins et aI. 1984,
1985, 1986; Wild 1985, 1986, 1987; Diamond et al.
1986a, 1986b, 1987; Hanan 1986; Stewart and Yochem
1987; Hanan et aI. 1989; Barlow et al. 1990; Cranmore
1990; Vojkavich et al. 1991; Woodley and Lavigne 1991;
Konno in press; Julian 1993a and b; 1992, pers. comm.).
Scores of sinlilar studies have been conducted for other
parts of North America.

Of particular interest is the suggestion that the inci
dental take rates in California for California sea lions
have been significant relative to the maximum population
growth rate. Annual fisheries-related mortalities reached
3 to 4% of the total estimated nlinimum population
according to DeMaster et al. (1982, 1985). Furthennore,
Hanan et al. (1989) estimated that 4,288 California sea
lions were killed in the California gill and trammel net
fisheries in the 1986-1987 fishing season. The total
American population of the species was estimated at
87,000 for 1986 (Boveng 1988), willIe the annual recruit
ment rate of the species was estimated at about 10% over
the past several years (M. Lowry 1990-1993, pers.
comm.). Tills suggests that the mortality rate was almost
5%, nearly half of the recruitment rate. Cranmore (1990)
suggested an annual take of 2,250 California sea lions
during a "typical" fishing year. Thus, the mortality rate of
California sea lions in commercial fishing gear has clear
ly been significant at times during the past decade. Some
managers apparently do not feel that an impact is signifi
cant until a population has actually been reduced. The
problem with this thinking is that it can take years for
such impacts to be eliminated or reduced so the popula
tion can finally have time to recover. Fortunately, the
California sea lion population has been steadily increas
ing despite significant impacts, but the rate of entangle-
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which is monitored on a daily basis throughout the year.
(Not only were calls received concerning entangled ani
mals, but also sick, injured, and stranded specimens, as
well as orphaned pinniped pups.) These reports came
from a multitude of sources, inclUding local, state, and
feeleral agencies; universities, museUms and other institu
tions; industries based on or near the water; boats and air
craft, inclUding private, commercial, chartel; industrial,
and government types; people visiting or staying on the
Channel Islands; and surfers, divers, beach walkers, and so
on along the mainland coast. This widespread reporting
base ensured much greater coverage than would otherwise
have been possible. All such sighting reports were ran
dom, however, since the Marine Mammal Center of Santa
Barbara does not survey this large area, but instead relies
upon reports from the previously mentioned sources.

All live strandings, reports of entangled animals at
sea, and calls concerning dead, beach-cast specimens were
noted. Whenever possible, a team was sent to investigate
and to recover specimens as appropriate. (Sometimes an
animal would return to the water before the team arrived,
an animal would escape before a rescue could be made, an
animal would be reported too far at sea to launch a rescue
effort the same day, or an animal simply did not need to be
rescued.) Also, several trips were taken to Santa Barbara,
San Nicolas, Santa Cruz, and San Miguel islands.
Entangled animals were seen and captured on all these
trips. All captures, both on the mainland and at the
Channel Islands, were made under the authority of a per
mit granted by the National Marine Fisheries Service.

Animals were captured using hoop nets, 2 different
types of water nets, a net gun, and, in the case of entangled
whales, grappling anchors, buoys, and sea anchors. (Over
the past 17 years, in no instance has any animal ever
escaped that was entangled in any part of the rescue gear
used by the Marine Mammal Center of Santa Barbara.)

Data were recorded on each entangled animal,
including species, approximate age, measurements, sex,
location, date and time of capture, photos taken, and other
relevant details. Pinnipeds were marked before release
with plastic rotary cattle ear tags issued by the National
Marine Fisheries Service. (No tags were available for
cetaceans.) All specimens were assigned field numbers
through a collaborative effort with the Santa Barbara
Museum of Natural History.

Entanglement debris was labeled and recorded with
the field number, date, location, species, standard length,
and sex of the specimen. Each piece of debris was later
catalogued as to type (e.g., gillnet, packing strap, etc.).
The material comprising each piece of debris was noted,
along with its color. Finally, measurements were taken of
all debris. In the case of hook-and-line entanglements, the
hook size and line strength were noted. Line strength was
obtained by measuring the line diameter and comparing
this with industry specifications. Although variations
existed from one manufacturer to the next, the measure-
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the other, a subadult male California sea lion. Though
seemingly not a significant factor in the samples dis
cussed here, they should not be disregarded. Stewart and
Yochem (1987) listed a total of 32 packing bands seen
during their 1984-1986 study alone. California sea lions
accounted for 17 such entanglements, northern elephant
seals, 13, and harbor seals (Phoca vill/lilla), 2.

Hook-and-line entanglements are a different matter.
Eight involved California sea lions. One was snagged
with a "Scampi" lure attached to some 20-pound test
monofilament line frequently used in sport fishing. TWo
others had been caught with fishhooks, again attached to
light monofilament used by the sportfishing industry. Five
specimens were entangled in monofilament fishing line.
Two carried line of 12 to 15 pounds breaking strength,
which is commonly used in sport fishing. TWo were
wrapped in 40- to 50-pound test line that is used by the
sport and occasionally by the commercial fishing indus
try, and one was caught in heavy monofilament line more
often used in commercial set lines. All 5 animals had
wounds around their necks from the line cutting into their
tissues. The sample size would seem to indicate that
monofilament fishing line does not pose a threat to
marine mammals at this time, but scant data are available
concerning marine mammals becoming snared in heavy
set lines that are anchored to the bottom. Fishhooks that
are swallowed presumably can cause severe infections,
yet very few such cases have been noted by the Marine
Mammal Center of Santa Barbara over the past 17 yr.
Two other pieces of light monofilament line were recov
ered at Santa Barbara Island. These were included
because they were found snagged on the rocks at south
east rookery, an area with dense concentrations of sea
lions, where no public access is allowed, and where many
entangled sea lions have been captured. Quite possibly
these pieces had been wrapped around sea lions, become
snagged on the rocks, and been wrenched off. Hook-and
line entanglement should continue to be monitored since
the sampling size is very small.

Synthetic twine net comprised 5 of the samples. One
was wrapped around the neck of a live northern elephant
seal at San Nicolas Island. Tlus was made up of 2-in. 2

mesh, green polypropylene net. Two other samples were
recovered from 2 separate strandings of sperm whales
(Physeter macrocephalus). Both specimens were
subadult males; both were dead. An adult male was tan
gled in 9-in.2 mesh, black polypropylene net. It was
washed ashore at Cambria, California, in San Luis
Obispo County. This was included as a data point because
of its similarity to the next case. A subadult male found at
San Miguel Island was tangled in 8-in.2 mesh, green
nylon net (Fig. 2). Another very large fragment of net was
observed wrapped around the rear torso, left pectoral fin,
and flukes of a live adult humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae). The net was heavily fouled with growth,
suggesting that it certainly was in the water, and may have

subadult male northern fur seals at the Pribilofs spend
twice as much time at sea between visits ashore as did
animals that were not entangled. Once they did come
ashore, they stayed for about the same length of time as
did the others. As Stewart and Yochem (1987) aptly stat
ed, such a pattern for California sea lions has not been
established, so entanglement rates based on shore obser
vations could be biased in either direction. Third, some
animals become entangled, end up with severe wounds,
then the wound heals over the entangling material.
Animals reported by researchers as having entanglement
"scars" could thus still be entangled yet not be reported as
such. Tiny fragments of entangling material are some
times seen under close scrutiny protruding from the skin,
but these would be virtlwlly impossible to detect in the
field except at extremely close range (within a meter or
so). Such animals have turned up at rehabilitation clinics
(Marine Mammal Center of Santa Barbara files; K. Lee,
G. Hoffman, D. Zumwalt 1990-1993, pel's. comms.).
These animals are by no means out of danger. In such
cases, the embedded material can still saw through their
veins or throat internally. Animals that show completely
healed scars but are marked with the distinctive orange
red tags used by rehabilitation clinics, however, seem
much less likely to have entanglement material embedded
under their skin. Once rescued from entangling material,
such animals seem to rarely become entangled again
(Marine Mammal Center of Santa Barbara files; K. Lee,
G. Hoffman, D. Zumwalt 1990-1993, pers. comms.).

Synthetic debris analysis

Out of the 100 samples of debris analyzed, 80 came
from plastic monofilament gillnet, 5 from synthetic twine
net, 7 from monofilament fishing line, 3 from rubber
bands cut from inner tubes, 2 from packing straps, 2 from
fishhooks, and 1 from a fishing lure.

The miscellaneous debris can be explained as fol
lows. The bands cut from inner tubes are very likely from
lobster or crab traps. Such bands are used, with a wire
hook, to close the doors on the traps. Since this practice
has gone on for decades, the bands probably represent
debris from lost traps that have since rusted away.
California sea lions, especially subadults, are frequently
seen "playing" with non-food items such as kelp. Very
likely they end up with these bands around their necks
purely by accident as a result of such activities. These
bands stretch as an entangled animal grows, and soon the
bands crack from exposure to sunlight. Probably most of
the bands fall off on their own if they are not removed. I
mention this because I strongly feel that such debris poses
no threat to marine mammals. Packing straps are another
matter because they do not stretch or break from deterio
ration. Of the 100 samples of debris analyzed, 2 were
from packing straps. One encircled the neck of a subadult
female nOlthern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris);

mals are often sick, malnourished, suffering from heavy
parasite infestations, or injured, often from entangle
ments. Other rehabilitation clinics have found much the
same thing (K. Lee, G. I-Ioffman, D. Zumwalt
1990-1993, pel's. comms). Also, records of commercial
collections of pinnipeds from the Channel Islands main
tained from 1969 through 1981 (Howorth 1993) show
that California sea lions captured at Santa Cruz Island
consistently had a higher incidence of health problems.
Richar'd Headley, a commercial marine mammal collector
who worked the Channel Islands hom 1958 through
1981, also remarked on this trend (R. Headley
1990-1993, pel's. comm.). Headley stated that virtually
no California sea lions were captured for commercial pur
poses along the mainland coast because the only animals
accessible for capture almost invariably had health prob
lems, at least when it came to their marketability. This by
no means implies that California sea lions along the
mainland coast were universally unhealthy. The only
specimens available for capture by Headley were live
stranded individuals, and such specimens indeed were
predominantly unhealthy (Marine Mammal Center of
Santa Barbara files; K. Lee, G. Hoffman, and D. Zumwalt
1990-1993, pel's. comms.).

Possibly, California sea lions occupy peripheral
haul-out zones because they are unable to face the stiff
competition at the rookeries in their weakened state.
Rescue records from rookery areas indicate that entan
gled animals sometimes cluster near the fringes and out
lying areas R. L. DeLong (1990-1993, pel's. comm.)
noted this pattern at San Miguel Island on occasion. The
rookery areas themselves seem to harbor comparatively
few entangled animals, perhaps as little as approximately
0.1 %, along with similarly small numbers of animals with
entanglement scars, according to Stewart and Yochem
(1987). This seems to support the competition theory, but
more research would have to be done before any conclu
sions might be drawn.

A note should be added on the difficulties of count
ing entangled animals on a crowded beach. First, not all
the animals can be clearly seen. Often they are packed so
tightly together that only a few can be scrutinized. Some
beaches harbor literally thousands of animals. During one
capture, an extremely experienced National Marine
Fisheries Service observer studied a beach from an over
looking bluff. He could see nearly all of the relatively
small group of animals present, but not all of their fea
tures. He reported 2 entangled animals over the radio, but
when the rescue team arrived, they encountered 10 entan
gled animals. This is by no means a criticism of the
observer, who was as good as they come, but rather a
comment on the difficulty of spotting entangled animals
on crowded beaches. Second, the number of entangled
animals on a beach does not necessarily mirror the over
all proportion of entangled animals in a population.
Stewart and Yochem (1987) pointed out that entangled
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possibility of resighting, thus recounting, entangled indi
viduals could have biased part of the results of this study.
Stranding records were also examined. Such records were
maintained for every marine mammal that was examined
by the Marine Mammal Center of Santa Barbara. These
records include strandings of pinnipeds attributed to a
variety of causes, including entanglement. The records
also include details of at-sea rescues of entangled
cetaceans. More specimens were rescued because of
entanglements than from any other cause. In fact, during
some recent year's, entanglement cases outnumbered all
other causes combined.

Records were also kept of rescue trips made by boat
to the Channel Islands and to other locations. An interest
ing pattern was revealed in these records. Haul-out areas
used by small groups of California sea lions, from sever
al individuals to perhaps 200 or 300 animals, showed a
much higher incidence of entangled specimens than had
been reported at California sea lion rookeries by R. L.
DeLong (1990-1993, pel's. comm.) and Stewart and
Yochem (1987). A few of these haul-out areas were adja
cent to rookeries, but other haul-out areas were found at
Santa Cruz Island and on artificial structures such as
buoys, oil platforms, and breakwaters, where pupping
was so rare that it was virtually nonexistent. In such haul
out areas, entangled specimens consistently comprised
approximately 5 to 10% of the animals observed. Since
the areas in question were small, and nearly all of the ani
mals could easily be seen at once, no question existed as
to the high proportions of entangled animals. These areas
were visited many times and always showed relatively
high numbers of entangled animals. Many of these ani
mals were captured, freed of debris, and released, either
on site or after rehabilitation. Such animals were tagged.
Since nearly all animals in these areas could be scruti
nized in detail with a little patience, virtually no tagged
animals were recounted. Thus, practically no tagged ani
mals were included in this percentage. Moreover, pho
tographs taken at each site of entangled individuals that
had not been captured showed a definite turnover. These
animals were relatively easy to identify by the type and
pattern of entanglement and by their wounds, combined
with their individual physical characteristics. While some
individuals were resighted, new individuals were always
turning up. The rate remained high, even after discount
ing the resightings.

The question, of course, is why? An easy conclusion
to make might be that gillnet fishing activities were com
monplace near such areas. But California sea lions range
widely. They could become entangled in many places
along the way. Also, not all California sea lions, includ
ing some adults, return to the rookeries during pupping
and breeding season. Some individuals remain instead at
various haul-out sites along the mainland coast and at the
Channel Islands. Stranding records from the Marine
Mammal Center of Santa Barbara reveal that such ani-
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d t ' d I' . all 76 gillnetted sea lions: 41 were males;eermll1e '01.

35, females. Since the difference was relatively small,
gender did not appear to be a factor in entang.lement: Of
tl e 76 only:l were dead, leaving 73 California sea hans

1 , - . f 'andome It'lIlg1ed alive in monofilament glnnet out 0 a I,
J , I'ng of 100 pieces of synthetic debri, s', Of these 73

samp I d I r I were. Illy 1 adult male and 7 aut ,ema esal1Ima s, or '< ., 65
found. No entangled pups were seen. The remaIl11I1g .
animals were all subadults, ranging from scra~n~ ~pecI-

. h' as II'We as J0 kg to robust 1l1dlvrdualsmens welg lllg , ,
weighing up to approximately 80 kg, No category was
. f I -called yem'lings scattered throughoutmcluded or t le so . .

. b I considered such a claSSificatIOnthe lIterature ecause .
ambiguous when applied to sick, maln~unshed, or trau
matized individuals. Sea lions suffenng frOl?l se'.'ere
wounds inflicted by gillnets often fall prey to lI1f~ctIO?,

d · and diminished ability to forage, resultIllg IIIIsease, , I be
malnourishment. Such animals, even th?ugh t ley .may
older than yearlings, can easily fall mto t?e srzc and
weight range of the true yearlings, thus skewmg the data.

The colors of the monofilament gillnet samples were
translucent (clear), pink, and green. Of the 77 samples, 22

- Entanglement of Marine Animals in Synthetic Debris_

l ' tl y were included for the reasons mentioned ea,rli-ma s, ,le I . I' t
er in the discussion of monofilament fis llng me en an-

I t aile other net slJecimen was recovered at,g ell1en . , t
Webster Point, also at Santa Barbara Islan~. A ~oIlnorau

.. ) was discovered dead 111 thiS sample.CP!za!acrocomx sp. . , .. .
The hysical size of the net fragment and Its ~osl~lon on

Pl" d 4 111 cliff would have made It virtuallytop 0 a Jagge, - '. I I
. sl'ble for the cormorant to elrag It up there, mue ~ ess
Impos l'f" lions
fly there. The area was frequented by Ca ror~la se~ .'
I ever which were often seen on top of tillS vCly clIff.
MlOo~'eov~r entangled specimens had been recovereel from

, " lik 1 the net wasthis site on several occasIOns. Very e y, , .
wr~ Jped around a sea lion, became snagged on the Jagged

k[ d as J'el'ked free by the animal. The unfortunateroc s, an w, . .
cormorant probably became entangled m ~lIn. .

Since 77 samples of monofilament ,glBnet remm.ned
t'· th 3 debris items were accounted for, a much hrgh-

a tel' e b . f d f m
er degree of statistical probability could e 111 erre ~o

stud ing these samples. One was re~overed ~rom ~ h~e-

t ygled coastal bottlenosed dolphm (Tul'swps fl Uflca

en )auCF1'g 3') Particularly noteworthy is that the other 76
filS .. . l' S was
fragments were all found on Caliform a sea IOns. ex

) I d 'n a plastic monofil-.. h of freeing an adult coastal bottlenosed dolphin (TlIl'siops trllllcatlls entang e IFigure 3. The author IS.In t e process
ament gill net. Glen Allen photo.

erable bulk if not weight. Of the animals entangled in
twine net, aU were heavy, robust specimens that could not
only break out of such strong netting, but could also prob
ably swim a long way despite the resistance of the bulky
material. The entangled humpback whale is a good exam
ple. In the case of the sperm whales, both specimens were
large enough to easHy float the entangling mass of net
after they died and became bloated with the gases of
decomposition. Smaller animals caught in such sizable
fragments of heavy netting would likely soon become
exhausted and drown, as Stewart and Yochem (1987) pro
posed for northern fur seals. Monofilament net, on the
other hand, is extremely light, and sizable fragments can
be easily carried by small pinnipeds. Monofilament frag
ments do slowly sink and become tangled, however, so I
concur with Stewmt and Yochem (I 987), who felt that
entangled pinnipeds at San Nicolas and San Miguel
islands had been caught in active fishing gear rather than
in debris.

Monofilament gillnet comprised the vast majority of
samples collected, Of the 80 samples of this material, 2
were found at the southeast rookery at Santa Barbara
Island. Although these were not wrapped around any ani-

Figure 2. A male sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) washed ashore dead at San Miguel Island, California. Nylon twine gill net is
still wrapped around the animal's caudal peduncle. The net pattern can still be seen across the specimen's body. Peter C. Howorth photo.

been on the whale, for a considerable period of time.
Healing scars forward of the dorsal fin indicated that the
net had probably gradually worked its way back along the
creature's body. Unfortunately, this animal was spotted
too far at sea, too late in the afternoon, for any rescue to
be attempted that day. SUbsequent searches failed to turn
up any sign of the animaL The entangling net was clearly
seen and photographed by several experienced observers,
however. It was a large-mesh. green nylon twine net. The
last sample of twine net was found floating at a haul-out
site for California sea lions, although no animals were
entangled in it at the time. This comprised 1.5-in.' mesh,
black polypropylene net.

Worth noting is the fact that nylon net sinks slowly.
It will easily sink when it has any weight at all, even algae
growth, whereas polypropylene floats unless the lead
weights remain attached. Thus, a floating fragment of
polypropylene net could entangle a marine mammal just
as a working nylon net Could. FOWler (1982, 1987) and
Fowler and Baba (J 991) have documented numerous
cases of northern fur seals entangled alive in floating net
debris in northern waters. Although the sample size of
twine net is small, all samples represent net with consid-

Howorth, P. C.
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the entanglement rate. The use of ~otl~ types of net. should
continue to be monitored, and the mCIdental take Iedu~ed

to the minimal levels mandated by the federal Manne
Mammal Protection Act of 1972. .

Other synthetic debris includes sportfishmg hooks,
lures, and monofilament line. Based ~.~ t~e sm~l~les

bt ' d nd on records kept by rehabIlItatIOn clImcs,a ame a . "fi
such entanglements probably do not constitute a sigm I-

. t (K Lee G Hoffman, D. Zumwaltcant unpac . , . . .
1990-1993, pers. comm.). The impact of commercIal set
line fishing with hook and line is unkno.wn, but bas~d on
the samples obtained and records k~pt, .It probably IS not
significant in the Southern Califorma BIght.

Bands cut from inner tubes, probably from the lob
ster and crab fisheries, do turn up as a very sI~all par~ of
the samples. Such entanglements ~re not ~onsldered IIfe
threatelling, however. No impact IS perceIved from s.uch
entanglements at this time. Packing straps can. certalllly
be life-threatening when wrapped around a manne m.an~

mal. Although the sample size of this type of ~ebns IS
II other researchers have recorded substantIal num

~:: ~f packing strap entanglements, both at the Channel
Islands and elsewhere. If possible, the sources of such
entanglements should be located and eliminated.
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Conclusions and Summary

California sea lions, especially subadults: are the
marine mammals in the Southern California ~Ight m~st

often found entangled alive in synthe.tIc debns.
Lightweight plastic monofilament gilInet, WIth ~ square
mesh size of 4 to 4.5 in. from 1 knot to the next., IS by far
the most common entangling material. Most, If not all,
entangled sea lions that were seen alive very likely bro~e

free from active fishing nets rather than from. net debns.
Most of these animals likely were merely ~omg through
the fishing grounds rather than scavengmg the nets,
although a few individuals certainly do ta~e.fish from the
nets. Such animals may be adept at aVOldmg entangle
ment however. Estimates of mortality rates from entan
glem~nts that were based on fisheries observer.data were
conservative because such estimates incl~ded v~rtually no
animals that broke free, still entangled m net fragments.
Estimates of entanglement rates from rookery observa
tions are understandably conservative as well because of
the difficulty of obtaining accurate counts of ent~~gled

animals. Moreover, haul-out areas harbor surpnsmg~y

large percentages of entangled allimals not conSIdered m
other studies.

Twine net entanglements may involve cetacea~s

more than pinnipeds, particularly with live ~ntangled am
mals. Probably fewer pinnipeds escape alive from s~ch

ets and those that do may well drown from exhaustIOn
~ef;re reaching shore. The sample size of live entang.le
ments in twine net, reported from strandings and lIve
sightings, is not large enough to form an assessment of

Perkins et a1. (1992) believe that competition
between pinnipeds and fishers for the same fish ~as

I 'kely Individual pinnipeds indeed scav.enge fish
un I . . I fO I '
caught in nets, sometimes wreaking havoc Wit 1 a IS le.r s
catch. Such individuals probably become adept at aVOid
ing entanglement, however, or they would not scav~nge

for long. A more likely demise for such a problem ammal
is that it is shot by the fisher, who is allowed, un~er a

'I'ne mammal "exemption" granted by the NatIOnal.
mal . I I 'tMarine Fisheries Service, to kill such an ~l11ma w len 1

is seen interfering with the fishing operatIOn, a~d when
other means of discouraging the creature have faIled. .

Analyses of the stomach contents and scat of PI~l

nipeds in general reveal an abundance of fish and sqUId
(M. Lowry 1990-1993, pers. comm.). Notab~y, such
organisms are not the targ~t species of the fishenes most
often implicated in manne mammal entanglements,
although they sometimes form part of the bycatch. Thus,
while individual pinnipeds undoubtedly scavenge nets,
the vast majority of entangled specimen~ probably
became accidentally caught while simply passmg through
the fislling grounds.

California sea lions are found year-round in varying num
bers throughout the study area. The sampling effort was
also year-round. Considering this, as well as how long an
animal can remain tangled, I did not attempt to look at the
seasonality of entanglement events. When the animals
were captured and li'eed of the entanglement, such ani
ma�s recovered extremely well; approximately 90% of the
specimens caught by the Marine Mammal Center of
Santa Barbara during tllis period survived and were
returned to the wild.

In the mcUority of cases of entanglement in monofil
ament, only 1 strand of material encircled the animal.
Often 1 strand in this circle was broken, thus opening up
1 square of mesh to the next. This could well occur if an
animal tried to blast through a net. In a number of cases,
2 or 3 strands encircled the animal, but never more than
this. An animal can easily become fouled in 1 or 2 squares
of mesh if the net has some slack and the animal either
changes direction or thrashes about in the net. As a com
mercial collector of marine mammals for 12 yr (Howorth
1993), I closely watched literally thousands of California
sea lions caught alive in similar nets. The pattern of
entanglement was very much the same, except that we
immediately removed the animals alive to bring back to
the various marine parks that formed our clientele.
Stewart and Yochem (1987) suggested that entangled pin
nipeds at San Nicolas and San Miguel islands were prob
ably caught in actively fishing gear rather than debris, and
were either cut loose alive or broke free. Given the
extreme rarity in the observer data of animals even escap
ing alive, much less of being cut free, I would have to
endorse the breaking free theory. The recovered samples
of net from this study do not reveal sharp knife cuts at the
edges, but rather chafing, nicks, and abrasions, which
could explain Why the animals were able to break free,
but which also could have been caused when the animals
scrambled over rocks at the haul-out areas, thus masking
any evidence of knife cuts. The evidence is inconclusive
at this point.

Based on countless observations of pinnipeds being
caught alive in nets, I cannot imagine that the 76 sea lions
recovered in this study were caught in debris rather than
in nets set in the water. When nets are fouled and lost,
they generally collapse to the bottom, become snarled and
encrusted, and sooner or later, stop catching organisms,
especially relatively large animals like pinnipeds. Rarely
would such debris retain the right configuration for entan
gling pinnipeds in the manner described in this study.
When a set net is lost or abandoned, however, it can go on
catching pinnipeds and other organisms for a consider
able period. Also, when a floating drift net breaks free
from its mother vessel and is lost, it can also go on catch
ing organisms. Fortunately, such active fishing "ghost
nets" do not appear to be common in the Southern
California Bight.
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were translucent, 25 were pink, and 32 were green. On
the surface, color does not appear to be a significant fac
tor in monofilament gillnet entanglements, although the
relative popularity of each color with the fishing industry
is not known at tllis time. Also, all monofilament gillnet
samples were translucent to some extent, so the colors
would change depending on the colors of the environment
the nets were set in. Moreover, magenta is the first pri
mary color to be filtered out by sea water as depth
increases. Thus, pink monofilament would quickly turn
green, the green would probably just get darker, and the
clear would turn blue or green depending on water color
and clarity.

The strength of the monofilament net was universal
ly rather light, with 72 of the samples in the 30- to 50
pound breaking strength range, only I in the 25-pound
test range, and 4 in the heavier 60-pound test category.
Since monofilament has, by definition, only 1 filament,
any nicks, cuts, or abrasions will weaken the line, causing
it to break under strain. Monofilament giUnet becomes
worn from use as well as damaged by contact with the sea
floor and with fish, sharks, and other organisms caught in
the net. Sea lions are powerful swimmers and can break
out of such nets, especially if the nets have weak points.
Twine nets, which have 3 strands, can have a badly dam
aged strand and stilI retain considerable strength in the
remaining 2 strands. Moreover, twine net used in the
Southern California Bight generally is heavier and has a
greater breaking strength than monofilament net because
twine net is often used to catch larger, stronger, and more
abrasive fish. The 5 samples of twine net recovered dur
ing this study were all 2 or 3 times stronger than the
monofilament gillnet that was recovered. Although mor
tality rates reported by observers for twine nets are still
significant, the number of small marine mammals that
escape alive from such nets is probably quite small.

Mesh size appears to be a major factor in entangle
ment. Of the 77 samples, 12 were in the 3.5- to 3.75-in.'
mesh range, 63 were in the 4.0- to 4.5-in.' mesh group,
and only 2 in the 5.0- to 5.5-in.' size. The predonlinant
mesh sizes would allow virtually any subadult California
sea lion to thmst its snout into the mesh. Fowler (1987)
noted that 2- to 3-yr old northern fur seals at the Pribilofs
seemed to be more susceptible to entanglement. Many
female California sea lions, as well as smaller males,
could also force their heads through monofilament gillnet
mesh. When such animals break free, the net remains
around them. As the animals grow, the net cuts through
the tissues like a wire cheese cutter. Since the net is syn
thetic, it does not deteriorate. Also, monofilament has
very little stretch, so it stays around the aIlimals, inflict
ing what often turn out to be ghastly wounds.
Documented cases of hard-to-catch, entangled animals
indicate that this process can go on for months or even
years (Marine Mammal Center of Santa Barbara files).
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